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Introduction 

Social Networking has literally transformed the way we communicate with our 

target audience, establish contacts, potential networking partners and know, 

with certainty, what our customer base REALLY wants. 

No longer are we restricted with 'static" marketing strategies where we were 

unsure as to whether our market was responding to our campaigns the way 

we expected (or hoped for). Instead, we can now keep a steady pulse on what 

our customer base is interested in, what problems they need solved, and what 

they want from us. 

Social networking sites are also an incredible resource in helping us establish 

credibility in our markets, as we are able to develop a presence that puts in 

close contact with our customer base.  

We can finally really get to know our market, evaluate potential campaigns, 

test the viability of markets, and of course, analyze the competition - up close 

and personal. 

Aside from the incredible power of interacting with our customer base, social 

networking sites also help us in yet another way.  

 With the two highest ranking websites online being both focused around 

social communities, we can generate maximum exposure, jump-start 

websites, build buzz around upcoming launches and even get brand new sites 

indexed quickly, just by participating in these ever-growing communities. 

In fact, both Facebook and Twitter are among the top 10 most popular 

websites online, attracting millions of users every single day (while continue to 

grow at a staggering rate).   What better place to push your marketing 

message out to the world than with such dynamic, popular and ever-growing 
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communities? 

This report, "Social Marketing Exposed", focuses on the most powerful 

strategies used by savvy marketers who develop high performance marketing 

campaigns within some of the Internet's most high traffic resources.   

With just a few of these marketing strategies, you can blast an unstoppable 

flood of traffic while maximizing your income, quickly and easily (and at very 

little cost!) 

Let's begin. 
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Maximize Your Income And Exposure With Facebook 

Of all the social networking communities online, one of the most popular 

communities is found at http://www.Facebook.com  

With Facebook, you can promote your business a couple of different ways, 

including: 

1) Building a Fan Page 

2) Creating a Business Profile 

3) Setting Up Facebook Advertisements 

Fan pages are designed to help you interact with your target audience, giving 

you the opportunity to design community pages or 'portals' around your 

business. Those visiting your fan page can choose to "like" it, and when they 

do, they become a part of your community.   

Every "fan" is then added to your network and you can post direct broadcasts 

to your entire group! 

The power of a well constructed, targeted fan page is unmatched and since 

Facebook carries incredible weight within the major search engines, creating 

fan pages is also a very easy method of getting quickly indexed and 

generating organic traffic to both your fan page, and other money pages and 

even personal blogs and websites. 

Fan pages are quickly indexed within the search engines, and if you want to 

generate targeted traffic to your fan page, you'll want to make sure that you 

implement common keywords used by those searching for information on your 

topic. 
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One of the easiest ways to do this is by using Wordtracker, a free tool (with an 

upgrade option) available at http://freekeywords.wordtracker.com 

This will enable you to quickly determine exactly how many searches are 

taking place each month for specific keywords.  

To begin, you will need to create a Facebook account if you haven't already.   

Each fan page can be linked from your main Facebook account, but is also 

considered an individual page with its own features, plugins and applications. 

This means that you can create as many different fan pages as you wish, with 

each one focusing on a specific niche market.  This makes it easy to span 

your coverage across multiple markets without having to create a new 

Facebook account each time you develop a new page. 

If you already have a Facebook account, go ahead and log in.  Then, scroll 

down until you see the "Advertising" tab. Click that to get started. 

(Subsequently, you can just enter the following URL into your browser: 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php ) 

You will also have to choose a category for your page from the drop down 

menu.  

This is very important so don't rush through it!  

You want to make sure that you properly categorize your fan page for 

maximum exposure.  A mis-categorized fan page will make it harder for 

potential customers to find you. 

 

The more interactive you can make your fan page, the better. People need to 

be given a clear benefit of joining your fan page, especially as more and more 
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marketers in your niche market begin to develop fan pages as well.   

To start, make sure to give your fan page a distinct title, that incorporates your 

keywords. You want people visiting your fan page to be aware of exactly what 

you are offering, so include the most important keywords relating to your 

market.  

Your fan page should also have a photo that represents what your page is all 

about.   

If you are struggling for image ideas, visit the popular stock image directories 

online and enter in your niche market's keyword. You'll quickly find thousands 

of potential images to use. 

Here are the top stock image sites that I personally use: 

http://www.Dreamstime.com  

http://www.iStockPhoto.com  

http://www.BigStockPhoto.com  

Videos are a common component in building popular fan pages and there's a 

good reason for this. Videos interact and connect with your target audience in 

a way that traditional print simply can't.   

You can link directly to YouTube videos, or integrate video content into your 

Fan Page by using video based plugins. 

Note: There are hundreds of applications available to you that will help to 

enhance your Fan page. You can browse through free applications at 

http://www.Facebook.com/apps/directory.php  

You can also create a viral fan page by offering high quality, free products that 
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your target audience will find useful including: 

Exclusive Interviews with niche authority figures 

Fan Only conference calls and webinars 

Special discounts and coupons that are available only on your fan page 

Video tutorials and guides 

Ebooks, Reports and Articles 

One of the ways that you can monetize your Facebook Fan Pages if you 

currently don't have a product of your own is through CPA offers.  

To start, you will need to create a CPA account with http://www.CPALead.com 

Then, you can choose CPA offers that target your niche market, choosing from 

a wide variety of formats, including surveys or “content blocker” (where your 

fans will not be able to download or access specific content until they have 

filled out a form).  

You are paid every time one of your fan page members completes the CPA 

offer. You can find the current offers from within your CPA Lead account by 

clicking on “Widgets”, and if you choose to implement the content blocker 

format, select “Create New Widget” and CPA Lead will provide you with a 

snippet of code. You copy and paste that code into your fan page and you’re 

good to go! 

 

You can also set up highly targeted Facebook advertisements, paying only 

whenever someone clicks on your link.   

Facebook provides powerful flexibility and customization options to 
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advertisers, making it very easy for you to penetrate your niche market, while 

displaying your ads only to those who are genuinely interested in the type of 

product or services you offer.   

One of the most attractive aspects of advertising on Facebook, apart from the 

sheer exposure that your ads will receive, is that Facebook allows you to 

customize your Facebook ads so that they become visible only to potential 

customers based on gender, age, or even location.  

By taking advantage of the advertising platforms flexibility, you can tailor your 

advertisements based on the segment of your market that you feel would be 

most responsive to your advertisements. 

Facebook helps you target your advertisements based on the information 

contained within a users profile fields. For example, Facebook members can 

customize their profile to include their interests, hobbies and even their area of 

employment.   

When you create your Facebook advertisements, you can choose to display 

your ads only to those with profile information that match what your ad is 

about. 

You can also generate exposure just from your personal Facebook account by 

developing a following base of people interested in your niche market. You 

can import contacts from your email account, or from other social media 

communities that you are a part of.  

 

One thing to keep in mind is when building your marketing campaigns for 

social media networks, you always want to direct potential customers to a 

squeeze page, rather than to a money page.  
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This way, you can build a massive email list, capturing leads, and minimizing 

lost profits, since it's unlikely that everyone visiting your website would 

purchase on their first visit. 

Social networking requires that you take an aggressive approach to becoming 

an active participant within the networks.  

People want to read your updates, stay up to date with what's going on in your 

business life, and the more interactive you are with your target audience, the 

easier it will be to build a brand and solidify your place in some of the 

Internet's most profitable niches. 
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Total Twitter Domination 

Twitter, available at http://www.Twitter.com  is an incredibly popular social 

network and should be a central part of your social marketing campaigns.   

With Twitter, you can instantly tap into your niche market, evaluate potential 

niches, test the viability of a market and build both a presence and credibility in 

your niche, quickly and easily. 

But in order to build effective Twitter campaigns, you need to learn how to 

automate the process, so that you aren't spending every waking moment 

monitoring your campaigns, updating your status or interacting with those that 

choose to follow you. 

You can set up automated Twitter marketing campaigns with 

http://www.SocialOomph.com , a premium service that gives you the tools you 

need to set up interactive marketing campaigns that not only improve your 

marketing performance, but help keep your account fresh, interactive and 

current. 

One of the ways that Social Oomph does this is by giving you the opportunity 

to set up "auto-broadcasts" which are scheduled to appear within your Twitter 

account's public timeline on specific times or dates.  

This way, you can keep your account fresh without having to actually update 

your account manually, saving you a lot of time and automating a lot of the 

work involved in maintaining a presence within Twitter's social network. 

In order to synch your Twitter account with your Social Oomph account, you 

need to give your Social Oomph account permission to access your Twitter 

account.  
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You can connect your two accounts together from within your 

www.SocialOomph.com account area by clicking on “Schedule New Update”. 

SocialOomph also allows you to add multiple twitter accounts to your account, 

so that you can set up and manage multiple marketing campaigns all from 

within one interface. 

Once you have connected your twitter account to your Social Oomph account, 

you will be able to create your automatic updates and messages.   

These messages will post on Twitter based on the date and time settings 

you’ve determined. You will also be able to automatically “greet” people who 

follow you by having Social Oomph send each user a customized welcome 

message (this is where you will want to include a link to your squeeze page):    

Here are a few things to keep in mind when setting up your Twitter campaigns: 

Do not follow too many people at once.  

You want to build a gradual, natural following on Twitter so that your account 

doesn't appear to be spamming but more importantly, so that your following 

base is targeted, rather than filled with generic subscribers who aren't 

interested in your offers.   

Twitter also restricts the number of followers you can add on a daily basis, and 

if you add too many or go over this limit, you run the risk of losing your Twitter 

account (the limits change frequently, so read Twitters guidelines to stay up to 

date on changes).   

Keep Your Broadcasts Relevant 

You want to build a quality list of followers and it's important to keep your 

updates and broadcasts on point with what your offers are about. Remember, 
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those people who choose to follow you can preview a history of your updates, 

so you always want to be professional - and relevant! 

Form A Network 

You can post links within your Twitter updates that direct people to visit your 

other social accounts such as Facebook, Linkedin, Squidoo pages or your 

other websites such as blogs or forums.   

Utilize automation tools such as the free service available at 

http://www.Ping.fm  to automate your updates and synch all of your social 

account updates together. Not only will this save time but it will help people 

stay connected to you. 

Customize Your Twitter Profile 

You want to establish a unique and memorable presence within Twitter, so 

that you stand out and can capture as much attention as possible.  

Consider customizing your Twitter profile to include a new design, a photo of 

yourself, an introduction within your bio field, and direct links to your personal 

and business pages.   

You can get a custom Twitter background at any of the following resources: 

http://www.mytweetspace.com/  

http://www.socialidentities.com/  

 

Interact With Your Followers 

Aside from posting frequent updates, you want to spend some time answering 

questions, addressing concerns, replying to open discussions and staying 
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active within the community.  

The more that people see you, the more likely you'll be recognized as a viable 

source for information within your market, so tweet and tweet often! 

To find targeted Twitter users, you’ll want to search some of the major Twitter 

directories for keywords related to your niche.   

Some directories include: 

http://wefollow.com/ 

http://twitterholic.com/ 

http://twittercounter.com/ 

http://justtweetit.com/ 

http://twellow.com/  
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Powerful Social Media Marketing Channels 

Apart from Facebook and Twitter, there are many other social networks worth 

exploring, including: 

Linked In - http://www.LinkedIn.com  

Linked in is a great place to find potential partners, JV's and networking 

opportunities, and links displayed on your Linkedin profile page are quickly 

indexed within the major search engines.   

Also, by changing existing labels and tabs within your Linkedin account so 

they feature relevant keywords relating to your niche market, you will be able 

to quickly optimize your Linkedin account and boost your search engine 

ranking! 

Linkedin is also helpful in promoting your blog's RSS feed by connecting your 

Linkedin account with external blog sites, including Bloglink, Blogger, Live 

Journal, Movable Type, Vox and Wordpress.com 

Ning, available at http://www.Ning.com  is also an incredible source for traffic 

and qualified leads.  Launched in early 2005, Ning offers the opportunity to 

develop your own social network around your chosen topics. 

This is a great way to set up your own community, while generating fresh 

leads instantly! 

You can customize your social network with a unique blend of design 

customizations and layout ideas.   

You can take things a step further by developing surveys, polls and allowing 

those who join your network to respond to profile questions, open 

conversations and threads. 
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If you develop your own social network within Ning, you will be given a unique 

URL that you can give to your customers, peers and associates. 

You can also enhance your network by adding in modules through a simple 

'drag & drop' system, and best of all, users only require one login to access all 

of the social networks and communities they become a member of from within 

Ning. 

And finally, here is a listing of other sites worth exploring.   

Just make sure to develop each account so that it's established and shows 

those visiting that you are an active member of the community. It's important 

to be consistent with your social marketing campaigns so that you can 

continue to attract qualified leads and establish a presence within some of the 

most active circles! 

Friendster: http://www.Friendster.com  

Orkut: http://www.Orkut.com  

Bebo: http://www.Bebo.com  

Tagged http://www.Tagged.com  

hi5 http://www.hi5.com  

Fubar http://www.Fubar.com  

 

Targeted Website Visitors - 
RealTrafficSource.com 
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